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Toronto, May 2020 – Armstrong Fluid Technology has achieved the prestigious “Management Status” in 

the 2019 CPD CPD Climate Change Rating Report. 

Based on companies acting to address climate risks and build a zero-carbon economy, the CPD Global 

Report rates companies worldwide on their current environmental footprint and how they act to improve 

it. Of the more than 8,400 reporting companies, less than 9% achieve the prestigious “Management 

Status.” 

Armstrong launched its Planet Proposition, sustainability initiative seven years ago and since that time has 

helped customers save over 440,000 tons of CO2 equivalent, 1.5 billion KWh of electricity and $135 

million dollars.  

Armstrong is also a partner in the Net Zero Carbon Building Commitment to operate its own buildings at 

net zero by 2030; as well as a member of the EP 100 initiative to lower greenhouse gas emissions and 

accelerate a clean economy. 

CDP is a not-for-profit organization that operates a disclosure system for investors, companies, cities, 

states and regions to manage their environmental impacts.  
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http://armstrongfluidtechnology.com/en/about-armstrong/sustainability/our-sustainability-vision
https://www.worldgbc.org/thecommitment
https://www.theclimategroup.org/project/ep100
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About Armstrong Fluid Technology 

With over 1200 employees worldwide, operating seven manufacturing facilities on four continents, 

Armstrong Fluid Technology is known as an innovator in the design, engineering and manufacturing of 

intelligent fluid flow equipment. With expertise in demand-based control, digitalization, fluid flow, and 

heat transfer, Armstrong Fluid Technology leads the fluid systems industry, including HVAC, plumbing, 

and fire safety, providing the most energy-efficient and cost-effective solutions to building professionals 

and owners around the world. 

Armstrong Fluid Technology is committed to sustainability. In 2018, the company launched its 2 by 22 

initiative, a program that aims to reduce Greenhouse Gas emissions among customers by 2 million tons by 

the year 2022. More recently, Armstrong signed the Net Zero Carbon Buildings Commitment, a program 

launched by the World Green Building Council. As a signatory to the program, Armstrong has pledged to 

ensure that all its offices and manufacturing facilities will operate at net-zero carbon by the year 2030.   


